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About MARIBE
MARIBE is a Horizon 2020 project that aims to unlock the potential of multi-use of space in the
offshore economy (also referred to as Blue Economy). This forms part of the long-term Blue Growth
(BG) strategy to support sustainable growth in the marine and maritime sectors as a whole;
something which is at the heart of the Integrated Maritime Policy, the EU Innovation Union, and the
Europe 2020 strategy for smart, sustainable growth.
Within the Blue Economy, there are new and emerging sectors comprising technologies that are
early stage and novel. These are referred to as Blue Growth sectors and they have developed
independently for the most part without pursuing cooperation opportunities with other sectors.
MARIBE investigates cooperation opportunities (partnerships, joint ventures etc.) for companies
within the four key BG sectors in order to develop these companies and their sectors and to
promote the multi-use of space in the offshore economy. The sectors are Marine Renewable Energy,
Aquaculture, Marine Biotechnology and Seabed Mining. MARIBE links and cross-cuts with the
Transatlantic Ocean Research Alliance and the Galway Statement by reviewing the three European
basins (Atlantic, Mediterranean, and Baltic) as well as the Caribbean Basin.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
This deliverable introduces the Business Model Canvas as a tool for creating a common language for
understanding business models.

The world is changing
For years, many organizations had a sound and healthy business model. Nowadays, as a result of
drastic changes, organizations find that their current business model does not work anymore. The
financial crisis, new technologies, rules and regulations, changing customer behavior, the Internet,
and (free) access to information and knowledge change the rules of doing business. Traditional
business models become outdated and business leaders feel the urge to innovate and build new
business models.

The need for change
Organizations need to become strategically flexible and regularly scrutinize their business model in
order to grow and stay ahead in today’s market. They need to ask questions like, how does our
company create value today? How can we systematically invent, design and implement powerful
new business models? How can we question, challenge and transform old and outmoded business
models? How can visionary ideas be turned into game-changing business models that challenge the
business as usual?
A new way to understand value creation is needed, which is why the Maribe project used the book
Business Model Generation (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010) to better understand business models
in the Blue Economy.
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Chapter 2 Common language
Business model innovation is something that can be managed, structured in processes, and used to
leverage the creative potential of a company or multiple companies with a desire to work together.
Before starting with business model innovation, companies, their investors, and other stakeholders
should first have a common understanding of how a company currently creates, delivers, and
captures value (i.e. the current business model). A common language is needed to create this
common understanding. A language that allows everyone involved to talk about the same thing and
have a truly strategic conversation about how the business is working.

The Business Model Canvas
The Business Model Canvas has been selected to provide such a common language. The Business
Model Canvas is a visual tool, providing a shared language for describing, visualizing, assessing, and
innovating business models. The Business Model Canvas describes a company’s business model
through nine building blocks that show the rationale of how a company creates, delivers, and
captures value. Figure 1 shows the Business Model Canvas and its nine building blocks.

The Business Model Canvas explained
PARTNERS

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE
PROPOPSITION

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIP

CUSTOMER
SEGMENT

THE NETWORK OF
SUPPLIERS AND
PARTNERS THAT MAKE
THE BUSINESS MODEL
WORK.

THE MOST IMPORTANT
THINGS A COMPANY
MUST DO TO MAKE ITS
BUSINESS MODEL WORK.

THE BUNDLE OF
PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES THAT CREATE
VALUE FOR A SPECIFIC
CUSTOMER SEGMENT.

THE TYPES OF
RELATIONSHIPS A
COMPANY ESTABLISHES
WITH SPECIFIC
CUSTOMER SEGMENTS.

THE DIFFERENT GROUPS
OF PEOPLE OR
ORGANIZATIONS AN
ENTERPRISE AIMS TO
REACH AND SERVE.

KEY RESOURCES

CHANNELS

THE MOST IMPORTANT
ASSETS TO MAKE A
BUSINESS MODEL WORK.

HOW A COMPANY
COMMUNICATES WITH
AND REACHES ITS
CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
TO DELIVER VALUE
PROPOSITION.

COST STRUCTURE
ALL COSTS INCURRED TO
OPERATE A BUSINESS MODEL.

REVENUE STREAMS
THE CASH A COMPANY GENERATES
FROM EACH CUSTOMER SEGMENT
(CSOSTS MUST BE SUBTRACTED FROM
REVENUES TO CRETE ERANINGS).
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Figure 1: The Business Model Canvas explained (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2010)

The Business Model Canvas has nine building blocks:
1. Customer Segments (CS): the different groups of people or organizations an enterprise aims
to reach and serve.
2. Value propositions (VP): the bundle of products and services that create value for a specific
Customer Segment.
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3. Channels (CH): how a company communicates with and reaches its Customer Segments to
deliver a Value Proposition.
4. Customer Relationships (CR): the types of relationships a company establishes with specific
Customer Segments.
5. Revenue Streams (RS): the cash a company generates from each customer segment (costs
must be subtracted from revenues to create earnings).
6. Key Resources (KR): the most important assets to make a business model work.
7. Key Activities (KA): the most important things a company must do to make its business
model work.
8. Key Partners (KP): the network of suppliers, and partners that make the business model
work.
9. Cost Structure (CS): all costs incurred to operate a business model.

Using the Business Model Canvas
The Business Model Canvas is used to create a common language to systematically understand and
innovate business models. Basically, the Business Model Canvas serves as a strategic questioning
tool. The questions listed in Figure 2 facilitate better understanding, deeper insights, and more
creativity when working on business models. In the Maribe project we use the Business Model
Canvas as a strategic questioning tool to deepen the understanding of how value is created,
delivered, and captured by companies in the Blue Economy.

Using the Business Model Canvas
KEY
PARTNERSHIPS
Who are our Key Partners?
Who are our key suppliers?
Which Key Resources are we
acquiring from partners?
Which Key Activities do partners
perform?

KEY ACTIVITIES

VALUE
PROPOPSITIONS

CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS

CUSTOMER
SEGMENTS

What Key Activities do our Value
Propositions require?
Our distribution Channels?
Customer Relationships?
Revenue Streams?

What value do we deliver to the
customer?
Which one of the customer’s
problems are we helping to
solve?
What bundles of products and
services are we offering to each
Customer Segment?
Which customer needs are we
satisfying?

What type of relationship does
each of our Customer Segments
expect us to establish and
maintain with them?
Which ones have we
established?
How are they integrated with the
rest of our business model?

For whom are we creating value?
Who are our most important
customers?

CHANNELS

KEY RESOURCES

Through which Channels do our
Customer Segments want to be
reached?
How are we reaching them
now?
How are our channels
integrated?
Which ones work the best?
Which ones are most costefﬁcient? How are we integrating
them with customer routines?

What Key Resources do our
Value Propositions require?
Our distribution Channels?
Customer Relationships?
Revenue Streams?

COST STRUCTURE

REVENUE STREAMS

What are the most important costs inherent in our business model?
Which Key Resources are most expensive?
Which Key Activities are most expensive?

For what value are our customers really willing to pay?
For what do they currently pay?
How are they currently paying?
How much would they prefer to pay?
How much does each Revenue Stream contribute to overall revenues?
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Figure 2: Using the Business Model Canvas a strategic questioning tool
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